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This book explains what crypto-currencies are, how they work, why they exist, and how they could
be useful. It also explains how you can buy them, store them, and trade them. The reserve also

covers buying mining shares to supply for your pension, and how to get involved in token product
sales or ICOs (Individual Coin Presents). This is actually the next technological revolution.There are

those that think it won’ Does anyone think this won’s a fad, but almost every important company is
included, from Microsoft to Amazon, from IBM to Paypal. Also Barclays is getting involved. And not

just tech businesses but governments aswell, including China, Russia, the united kingdom, New
Zealand, and… the list goes on.The Land Registries of each country is now able to be automated,
and home purchases can be done with a good contract, and completed within a few minutes at

costs well under £ Paying bills, and sending money around the world can now be done without the
need of banks.t become the de facto way of transferring money? Does anyone seriously believe
this won’ It can be done in moments at costs considerably less than the existing system.Business

start-ups jogging on the blockchain technology are trimming costs and time quite considerably, and
removing the necessity for middle-men.100 compared to the months and thousands of pounds

currently needed.The costs of nearly every industry could be ruthlessly slashed.t capture about, that
it’ If that frightens you, at least you will be able to understand what is happening after having
browse my book. In short, this book covers everything you need to know about this new and

fascinating subject. You can make money faster than you can imagine if you are on board.t catch
on?
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